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2010 Legislative Summary

What were some of the major issues addressed in the 2010 Legislature? Water, fences, wind energy and the state budget.

What happened with water? The main bill was LB862, which extends the $10/acre irrigated acre tax to all Natural Resource Districts (NRDs) that are preparing an integrated water management plan. Formerly, this authority had been extended only to Republican Basin NRDs, but the Nebraska Supreme Court ruled that limitation unconstitutional. The Unicameral also repealed the water checkoff on corn and sorghum, and opened up the integrated management plan process to all NRDs. LB862 may help NRDs get closer to where they need to be in the Republican Basin.

Will this fix everything in the Republican Basin? Bill LB862 is a big step in the right direction. The $10/acre tax will likely be challenged in court, so that may cause a delay. But aside from that, Republican Basin NRDs should be able to use the taxes to issue bonds to purchase or lease surface and ground water rights, to the extent needed to keep Nebraska in compliance with the Republican Compact Settlement Agreement.

Another fence statute was enacted? Yes, and only time will tell whether or not this one will work. Prior to enactment of LB667, neighbors shared the cost or responsibility of fence maintenance and construction on an “equitable” basis. By implication, livestock owners should pay more than non-livestock owners. However, LB667 defined this equitable basis as equal sharing unless the neighbors agree otherwise.

What exactly does this mean? It means if I have cattle and you don’t, you get to pay for half the fence.
I don’t expect this to be too popular with landowners who are not in the livestock business. But the rule is pretty straightforward and could lead to less confusion about how much each landowner should pay for a fence.

The wind energy bill was major energy legislation! Absolutely! LB1048 may be the most important bill enacted this year. Nebraska has major wind energy development potential, but wind farm development has lagged far behind this potential. LB1048 will allow Nebraska to reach its full wind energy potential.

So what does LB1048 do? Basically, it removes any legal obstacles to companies developing major wind farms in Nebraska for export. The main wind developer concerns were (1) to clarify that wind energy generated in Nebraska could legally be exported to another state, and (2) prevent public power districts from acquiring wind farms through condemnation. In addition, wind exporters will have to build their own transmission lines if needed for wind power export.

What led to LB1048? A Chicago wind developer sought to develop a very large wind farm in Banner County for export. The Banner County facility will include 600-800 large wind turbines. In contrast, I believe Nebraska has less than 100 large wind turbines right now. LB1048 was enacted in large part to facilitate development of this Banner County wind farm. When the development is completed, this would be a big jump in Nebraska wind capacity. If the Banner County wind farm were online today, Nebraska would be among the top ten states for installed wind energy capacity.

So will LB1048 lead to a big jump in Nebraska wind energy development? It certainly makes more wind energy development more likely. Pending federal energy legislation would establish national renewable energy requirements for electric utilities. That could really push Nebraska wind energy big time!

So landowners and communities could receive wind energy lease payments for these new wind farms? Yes – I have seen media accounts that report annual landowner payments of $5,000 per turbine. Tax payments to cities, counties and school districts would also be stretched out over the life of the project, instead of being front loaded in the project’s first five years. I think the Unicameral really did a good job with this bill.

How about the state budget? The Unicameral cut the state budget this year in response to the recession and lower tax receipts. Many fear that the budget will be even tighter next year with no federal stimulus funds. So the Unicameral is requiring all state agencies to submit agency efficiency review plans to the Unicameral by September 1, 2010.

What would the agency efficiency review plans contain? The agencies must examine (1) program consolidation and streamlining, (2) employee reduction, (3) program elimination, and (4) the logistics of switching from a five-day to a four-day work week. The review could include taking a pretty hard look at what state government does and whether it should do less. Something to keep an eye on.
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